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INTRODUCTION
The superior designation among the chief person will be head of
worldwide presidents be the king. If such a high power king
brings politically two things hydrogen and oxygen atoms then
rain will be formation happened. And also if he put some
sulfuric acid on any images photos then that person will be died
politically. These are the war of things called politics. Suppose he
brings two atoms near about then friendship will happen among
those atomic body person it may be any sky species. All doer of
action will control the kings power. This paper is focusing on
how a person will be lucky and unlucky by political threats [1]. If
such political activities are involving around his situation, person
can’t do anything simply he has to keep quiet. So everything will
happen pre plan. There is no such criminal crime offences will
be made against these circumstances. In business also politician
brings good production output with good marketing. The effects
of politics may be bad or good results. A good politician is in the
form of god for his nation citizens.

DESCRIPTION
The war of things is called politics, nothing but suppose if on a
table putting screw driver and spanner crossly then in workshop
and garages full of customers arriving rapidly. Something in
every sector combination of assembling things whether it may be
two or many more elements or alloys, polymers, composites,
things in general in addition to some attractive materials
applying then there will be good happenings will be in
appearance [2]. that may be in the form of marriages, in marriage
combination jupiter planetic energy materials are bring into
contact it may be in the form of grains, fruits, vegetables, cereals,
elements, alloys etc when they are in assembly with persons part

of his things by combination marriages also happen [3]. Here
jupiter plays very attractive energy will be gathered. In politics
now a days more energy will be collecting from peoples likes,
from this politician power will be intensity of his strength. So
overall a good politician will be god father of his nation peoples.
Here good planet jupiter will shows not only attraction power
but also truthness of events activities of situations and
circumstances. The environment natural processes are in control
of good politician. Some parties work against corruption and
some parties will be working against rape, illegal affairs etc [4].

CONCLUSION
The superior designation among the chief person will be head of
worldwide presidents be the king. King brings politically two
things hydrogen and oxygen atoms then rain will be formation
happened. also if he put some sulfuric acid on any images
photos then that person will be died politically series killing way.
There is no such criminal crime offences will be made against
these circumstances. The war of things is called politics. The
effects of politics may be bad or good results. A good politician is
in the form of god for his nation citizens.
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